
EFAL Grade 7 18 May 2020 

 

Do the work in the following order please. 
Revision this week: STUDY NB p 5 and 12. 

 

REVISE Sentence Analysis, Parts of Speech and Simple and Compound 

Sentences. 

 

1. Do the following on an A4 page with your name, grade, class and date at 

the top.  

2. Write the skill, SE or NB page number and Activity number for every 

exercise, e.g. Simple Present Tense NB p 7 Test 2 no 1 to 4. 

3. Do the following and always write out in full. 

4. NB p 7 Test 2 no 1 to 4; NB p 13 Test 1 no 1 to 4. 

5. Study NB p 36 – 37; SE p 48 (punctuation); SE p 110 (green block); SE p 

108 and 109 (grey blocks); SE p 16, 114-115; SE p112 (grey block). 

6. Do Language Use Unit 6 Revision Exercises on the page if possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Language use unit 6    Grade 7 ___   Date: _______________ 
                                                                                               

Name: ______________________________     Total:      /20 
    

1. Underline the complex nouns in the following sentence and write down if it is the subject or the 
object of the sentence. 
 

We played with our Star Wars action figures. _______________________          (1) 
 

It was a long drive home. _________________________                 (1) 
  

2. Which of the following sentences uses a pun? Write down only the number of the sentence.       (1) 
 

2.1 “Hi, Mr Tushman! I see you’re running a little behind today!” 
2.2 “Mommy and I had a professor at college called Miss Butt.”  

 

     _______________   
          

3. Rewrite the following joke correcting the punctuation mistakes.          (6) 

A man meets his former teacher in the street. He said Hey Mr Miller remember me You was my 

English teacher at high school. The teacher answered, Please dont say that so loudly 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.1 Correct the subject verb agreement mistake in the joke. Rewrite only the part of the sentence 

with the error.  __________________________________________          (1) 

4. Complete the following sentences using comparative or superlative adjectives.        (3)  

a. This year would be (good) _________________________ for you. 

b. This school was very different. It was the (small) __________________ school I have been to. 

c. Mom’s voice sounded (high) ____________________ than usual. 

5. Write sentences using the following words to show their connotations, to the way we laugh, clearly.  
                      
         

5.1 roared _________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.2 sniggered _______________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________  (2) 

6. Underline the main clauses with green and the conjunctions with blue in this compound sentence.  
 

I stood in front of the class and everybody looked down when I walked back to my desk.       (2) 
 
7. Is “sending him to middle school like a lamb to the slaughter” literal of figurative language? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________    (2) 

8. Underline the subject with red, the predicate with purple and the object with orange.        (1) 

Jack Will rolled his eyes. 

 


